Computer Plug Load Savings
Manchester, NH
The Action: give a brief description of the project.
In 2014, the City of Manchester worked with a contractor to install software on the
school district servers that would remotely shut down computers at a preprogrammed
time to avoid the energy & cost waste of computers left on all night or even
weekends.

When was the project completed & how long did it take from start to finish?
The contract for the work was awarded in May 2014 and the project was completed in
August 2014, just prior to the school year starting.
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What elements made this project a success?
We ended up with a contractor out of Nashua - Syam. Because they we relatively
close to Manchester they provided really great service. We had a very challenging
system, but they did whatever needed to be done to get this working properly.

What were the main challenges?
Older computers and no database of how many computers were in the district. Each
unit had to be found and a client installed on each machine.

List the key players and their roles.
MSD IT Director
Facilities Superintendent
District Business Officer

Roughly, what was the final cost and how was it funded?
This project paid for itself in less than one year so it could have been paid for out of
the annual operating budget. The contract was for approximately $32,000.

What were the results of this action after it was completed?
(Financial savings, energy savings or environmental benefits?)
The contract was for $32,000 and we are on pace to save between $42,000 and
$45,000 each year.

Share a brief story about how
this project came to be and why.
The City of Manchester has aggressively
pursued nearly 200 energy savings projects.
This effort has been underway for almost
five years. Based on the number of projects
undertaken it's become more difficult to find
creative projects that have great paybacks
because we have already implemented
those with good Returns on Investments
(ROI's).
The City of Manchester School District has
thousands of computers - over 2,200 in the
district! - to aid in the educational process as
well as to conduct normal business. The
EPA has been actively promoting computer
power management. Although these can be
great strategies, many IT managers feel it
will be disruptive to regular upgrades and
routine operations. Once our IT team was
on board the project implementation went
very smooth.

Learn more about this
Energy Action by contacting:

Any advice for other communities interested in undertaking
a similar energy action?
This is still a relatively new concept. It is important to understand how this affects all
the stakeholders before trying to sell the concept.
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